
KAMATSOFT EVALUEMAX V10.1 
PRODUCTION SCHEDULING 
SOLUTION

• Margin Expansion 
• Superior Capital Allocation
• Elevated Customer Service



▪ Businesses across the industries are getting highly competitive.

▪ To profit in this competitive world will require lowest cost production
along with high levels of customer service.

▪ In this context efficient production scheduling becomes critical for
achieving high Returns on Investments.

▪ Lower cost of production requires longer production runs. This will
mean higher lead time for satisfying orders unless high level of
inventory is maintained which affects ROI since investment goes up.

▪ So optimal production schedule is necessary which can assure high ROI.

▪ This schedule trades of production run lengths with customer service
and inventory levels.

PRODUCTION SCHEDULER



1. Automated Production Scheduler for generating master schedule for
the month or any given period generally based on the production plan
generated by supply chain planner for the month/period.

2. Automated Production Scheduler for processing daily customer/stock
orders(in distribution-centric environment) whenever deviation from
master schedule is required.

3. Interactive Scheduler with full support for ground up scheduling or
normally for modifying the schedules generated by the automated
scheduler. The interactive scheduler has full drag and drop support on
dashboard with full validation for shutdowns, production rates, setup
times and intermediate availability.

CAPABILITIES



▪ Both automated and interactive scheduler support multi-factory, multi-
machine scheduling covering entire company operations for the year or
selective production as may be needed.

▪ Multiple scenarios can be generated and compared with different constraints.

▪ The scheduler can be run for contribution maximization or cost minimization.

▪ The scheduler can generate schedule for intermediate products based on the
bill of materials at each stage, the manufacturing capacity exists for the same

▪ Apart from scheduling capabilities module provides capability of generating
production orders, tracking production orders, updating actual production and
rich set of reports.

CAPABILITIES



▪ Reduced Product Changeovers and resultant reduction in production
cost.

▪ Improved Customer Service Level.

▪ Inventory Reduction.

▪ Accurate delivery date quotes.

▪ Reduced Scheduling Efforts since automated schedule is available.

BENEFITS



▪ Interactive Dashboard scheduling for making changes to automated
schedule to ensure that generated schedule is fully implementable.

▪ Identification and Reduction of Bottlenecks by comparing multiple
schedule versions having different constraints.

▪ Ability to generate production schedule for intermediates, by drilling
down Bill of Materials.

▪ The schedule also generates by products which may be used by other
materials.

BENEFITS



Apart from hard constraints like production capacity, plant shutdowns,
etc., KamatSoft eValueMax v10.1 Scheduler provides users to define and
use constraints for automated production scheduling:

1. Production Level constraints specifying minimum and/or maximum
level of total production or a particular material group or material
during given period.

2. Minimum Run Level constraints specifying minimum run length/batch
size for a particular material group/material on individual machines.

3. Changeover constraints specifying recommended and prohibited
changeovers required in the production process on individual
machines.

CONSTRAINT MODELING



4. Positioning constraints specifying the days on which production of
particular material should take place on individual machines typically
to meet emergency requirements.

5. Spacing Constraints specifying the number of days which should
separate production of two material groups or materials

6. Raw Material Constraints indicating shortage of particular raw
material (included in BOM) during particular period of the schedule
period.

CONSTRAINT MODELING



▪ Every scheduling process has an objective like maximizing production,
avoiding stock outs etc.

▪ In modern times, the scheduling process has to achieve multiple
objectives which have to be aligned to the overall objectives of the
company.

▪ This is normally achieved by running scheduling process for contribution
maximization or at least cost minimization.

▪ The customer service can be effectively modelled by specifying
backordering costs to generate holistic approach in the scheduling
process.

COST & PROFIT MODELING



The cost modelling is completely configurable to incorporate even post
manufacturing costs, taxes and selling prices.

Further Scheduler provides following additional costs for achieving optimal
production schedule:

1. Changeover Costs to handle product changeover which may require setup 
change or raw material change of significant value. 

2. Transition Costs to handle product changeover which is normally loss of 
intermediate material during product setting time. 

3. Inventory Carrying Costs specifying the cost of inventory generated ahead of 
requirement date to minimize unnecessary investment in 
finished/intermediate inventory. 

4. Backordering Costs specifying cost of delay in orders to maintain required 
customer service levels. 

COST & PROFIT MODELING



▪ Apart from generating production schedule, KamatSoft eValueMax
v10.1 Production Scheduler also supports generation of production
orders based on the production schedule.

▪ Production orders provides full support for barcode both for finished
goods and raw materials/recipe for production order

PRODUCTION COSTS



KamatSoft eValueMax v10.1 Production Scheduler is rich set of reports it
generates for overall management of the production

1. Scheduling Reports

2. Schedule Comparisons

3. Soft Constraint violation in schedule versions

4. Scheduling Graphics

5. Contribution/Costs on schedule/Comparison

6. Material balance on schedule

7. Raw material requirement

8. Schedule vs. Actual.

REPORTS


